System Requirements

Choose a sensor
- Subminiature DVRT
- Microminiature DVRT
- Noncontact DVRT

Choose any motherboard
- 4 ch. motherboard and power supply.
- 8 channel motherboard and power supply.
- Smart motherboard (shown with LCD) and power supply. Digital and analog outputs.

CBL1, 8 foot Cable with keyed LEMO connectors

CBL1 gold plated LEMO connection

BNC connector (analog output)

Demod 1

A/D card & PC

or

Voltmeter

Notes:
1) The number of DEMOD1 cards needed corresponds to the number of DVRTs used simultaneously. 
   ie. In order to use 4 DVRTs simultaneously, 4 DEMOD1 cards are needed.
2) FAS-E requires two cables, two DEMOD1s, and a smart motherboard with LCD.
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